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Abstract
The predictive power of neural networks of-
ten costs model interpretability. Several tech-
niques have been developed for explaining
model outputs in terms of input features;
however, it is difficult to translate such inter-
pretations into actionable insight. Here, we
propose a framework to analyze predictions
in terms of the model’s internal features by
inspecting information flow through the net-
work. Given a trained network and a test im-
age, we select neurons by two metrics, both
measured over a set of images created by per-
turbations to the input image: (1) magnitude
of the correlation between the neuron activa-
tion and the network output and (2) preci-
sion of the neuron activation. We show that
the former metric selects neurons that exert
large influence over the network output while
the latter metric selects neurons that activate
on generalizable features. By comparing the
sets of neurons selected by these two metrics,
our framework suggests a way to investigate
the internal attention mechanisms of convo-
lutional neural networks.
1. Introduction
While the high predictive performance of deep network
models can engender trust for machine learning practi-
tioners, it is not completely sufficient for deployment.
Perturbation analysis has shown that deep models can
be surprisingly brittle, breaking in unexpected ways
for “adversarial” data (Szegedy et al., 2013). There-
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fore, machine learning systems that will be deployed
in high-risk situations like healthcare (Ching et al.,
2017) must be open to interrogation. Unfortunately,
current methods of debugging deep neural networks
are laborious and often rely on human intuition. Re-
stricting the class of usable models to include only
human-intelligible models is a potential remedy, but
these models are limited by representational power.
Thus, significant recent efforts have attempted to an-
alyze how deep neural networks make predictions.
Many works have shown that individual neurons may
be responsible for activating on specific patterns (e.g.,
for images of animals, they may find the eyes, nose, or
mouth). These patterns can arise without supervision;
for instance, (Radford et al., 2017) trained a network
to predict the succeeding character in text strings and
found that a single neuron was incidentally trained
to activate according to the text sentiment. However,
links between activation patterns and network outputs
are not well studied, and in practice, it is difficult to
apply insights from network analysis to improve any
particular model.
In contrast to previous work, we propose to analyze
a network’s prediction in terms of hidden, not input,
features. Given a trained network and a test image,
we sample a batch of images by applying small per-
turbations to the test image. From this batch, we
identify a small set of “important” neurons that have
activation patterns strongly correlated with the net-
work output. Finally, we translate these neurons into
important patches in the input image via a deconvo-
lutional neural network. This explanatory framework
could be applied to robot navigation in order to un-
derstand the robot’s decisions and diagnose errors. To-
ward this end, we apply the framework to a classifier
trained to identify images of people, a common task
involved in robot navigation.
Source code is available at https://github.com/
blengerich/explainable-cnn.
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2. Notation
Each neuron (x, y) in layer l in a neural network takes
as input a set of signal matrices zl−1i,j from neurons
at indices (i, j) in the previous layer and propagates
a new signal matrix zlx,y to the next layer using the
following equation:
zlx,y =
∑
i,j
wli,jφ(z
l−1
i,j ) + b
l
x,y (1)
3. Related Work
Previous work (Ribeiro et al., 2016) proposes a general
method to explain a single prediction of any complex
model by fitting simple (linear) models to data near
the prediction of interest. By sampling data in a small
neighborhood and training a simple model to mimic
the predictions of the complex model, this method gen-
erates an interpretable model for each datapoint that
is locally consistent with the uninterpretable model.
However, there are few theoretical guarantees on the
curvature of the space of the predictions of highly non-
linear models like deep neural nets, so it is unclear if
such simple models can adequately explain the pre-
dictions of deep models. More fundamentally, while
this method of fitting locally-consistent, linear mod-
els gives interpretations for each prediction, it does
not provide straightforward methods of improving the
complex model. Instead, we would like to directly an-
alyze the neural network.
(Zeiler & Fergus, 2014) used deconvolutional networks
(Zeiler et al., 2011) to visualize patterns that maximize
activation of each neuron in a deep network (e.g., facial
features such as the eyes or nose, other defining com-
ponents of animals such as fur patterns, or even whole
objects). However, their analysis of individual neu-
rons and their image patch patterns was accomplished
largely manually, which is impractical given the size of
todays state-of-the-art networks as well as the number
of images that are tested.
A number of recent works propose to interpret deep
neural networks in terms of individual predictions.
(Samek et al., 2016) presents a method based on re-
gion perturbation to evaluate ordered collections of
pixels. Similarly, (Shrikumar et al., 2016) propagate
activation differences against “reference” activations
to determine the importance of input features. Fi-
nally, (Koh & Liang, 2017) propose to interpret deep
neural networks by statistical influence functions and
(Baehrens et al., 2010) inspect the directions in the
input space that most affect the network output. As
these approaches all focus on explaining network pre-
dictions in terms of the input features, they do not
provide straightforward methods of debugging and im-
proving the training of the networks.
More recently, (Al-Shedivat et al., 2017) propose to use
probabilistic graphical models to encode and explain
the “context” of each prediction. By fitting the ex-
planatory probabilistic graphical models concurrently
with the deep neural network, they achieve superior
inference and interpretable explanations for each pre-
diction. However, this framework requires an a priori
decision to use contextual explanatory models which
sacrifices post-hoc model flexibility.
APPLE (Konam, 2017) analyzes a convolutional neu-
ral network to find neurons that are “important” to
the network classification outcome, and automatically
labels patches of the input image that activate these
important neurons. They introduce four measures of
importance used to rank the neurons. Using the nota-
tion of Eq. 1, these baseline metrics are based on the
weights and activations of each neuron (x, y) in layer
l:
• Activation Matrix Sum: The sum of all values in
the output activation signal matrix z:
I(l, x, y) =
∑
row,col
zlx,y[row][col]
• Activation Matrix Variance: The variance of all
values in the output activation signal matrix z:
I(l, x, y) =
∑
row,col
(zlx,y[row][col])
2
− (
∑
row,col
zlx,y[row][col])
2
• Weight Matrix Sum: The sum of all values in the
weight matrix wl+1:
I(l, x, y) =
∑
row,col
wl+1x,y [row][col]
• Weight Matrix Variance: The variance of all val-
ues in the weight matrix wl+1:
I(l, x, y) =
∑
row,col
(wl+1x,y [row][col])
2
− (
∑
row,col
wl+1x,y [row][col])
2
These metrics examine only a single datapoint. For
models with high representational power, these met-
rics can be sensitive to noise. Here, we propose to
overcome this limitation by selecting neurons that are
consistently important throughout a neighborhood of
input space.
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4. Our approach
We propose a method that combines the models of AP-
PLE (Konam, 2017) and LIME (Ribeiro et al., 2016)
to select neurons that are consistently important over a
local neighborhood in the input space. First, we gen-
erate a set of input images centered at the image of
interest and measure the activation of each neuron for
each image in this batch. We rank the neurons by im-
portance over this batch (Section 4.2) and deconvolve
the network to determine the visual field of each im-
portant neuron. This procedure extracts neurons and
image patches that are influential in the network’s out-
put over a local area in image space. By comparing
the sets of neurons selected by each metric, we can in-
vestigate the model prediction in terms of the features
encoded by the hidden nodes in the network.
4.1. Input Perturbation
The dataset of perturbed images is generated by multi-
plying each pixel value in the original image by a filter
of small Gaussian noise. The filter is re-created n times
to generate a dataset of n inputs for each query image.
In our experiments, we use 1 + N(0, 0.1) to generate
the noise filter and repeat the process n = 50 times.
Using the notation of Eq. 1, each z thus becomes a
tensor.
4.2. Important Neurons
We propose two metrics: (1) Activation-Output Cor-
relation, which approximates the influence of each neu-
ron on the network output, and (2) Activation Preci-
sion, which estimates the generalizability of the fea-
tures encoded by each neuron.
Activation-Output Correlation Magnitude of
the correlation coefficient between the activation of the
neuron and the final output of the network:
I(l, x, y) = (2)
|n
n∑
i=1
zlx,y,ioi − (
n∑
i=1
zlx,y,i)(
n∑
i=1
oi)|√[
n
n∑
i=1
(zlx,y,i)
2 − (
n∑
i=1
zlx,y,i)
2
][
n
n∑
i=1
(oi)2 − (
n∑
i=1
oi)2
]
where oi is the overall output of the network for the
image with noise filter i.
Activation Precision As all of the perturbed im-
ages are generated by small perturbations to the same
image, the ground truth label for each perturbed im-
age is the same. Thus, a perfect model would out-
put the same value for each perturbed image, i.e.
oi = oj = o ∀i, j ∈ {1, .., n}. After discarding neu-
rons with activation magnitude smaller than threshold
λ, we approximate the generalizability of each neuron
by penalizing the variance in activations:
I(l, x, y) = (3)
1
RC
R∑
r=1
C∑
c=1
[ 1∑
i
(zlx,y,i[r][c])
2 − (∑
i
zlx,y,i[r][c])
2
]
As we show empirically (Section 5.2), rankings induced
by these importance metrics are similar for accurate
networks and converge throughout training. This sug-
gests possibilities for schemes to improve training ef-
ficiency by identifying hidden features that are mis-
weighted by the network.
4.3. Important Patches
Given the ranked neurons, we select the top N neu-
rons per layer (i.e., we use the top 5 neurons). For each
of the top N neurons, we are interested in identifying
the image patches that they convolve. We determine
the image patches by deconvolving the network using
a multi-layered Deconvolutional Network (deconvnet)
as in (Zeiler & Fergus, 2014). A deconvnet can be
thought of as a CNN that uses the same components
(filtering, pooling) but in reverse, so instead of map-
ping pixels to features, a deconvnet maps features to
pixels. To examine a particular neuron activation, we
set all other activations in the layer to zero and pass
the feature maps as input to the attached deconvnet
layer. Then we successively (i) unpool, (ii) rectify and
(iii) filter to reconstruct the activity in the layer be-
neath that gave rise to the chosen activation. This
process is repeated until the input pixel space, referred
to as a patch, is reached.
5. Experiments
We trained a person vs non-person classifier using the
VGG-16 (Simonyan & Zisserman, 2014) network archi-
tecture on the INRIA person dataset (Dalal & Triggs,
2005). The VGG-16 architecture consists of 13 con-
volution layers followed by 3 dense layers, with max
pooling after the 2nd, 4th, 7th, 10th and 13th layer.
Only image patches for neurons between layers 3 and
9 were evaluated. The image patches in the first few
layers (1 and 2) were too small to train a patch classi-
fier. Furthermore, (Ranzato et al., 2006) showed that
the first layers learn stroke-detectors and Gabor-like
filters. Similarly, the image patches corresponding to
the last few layers (10 and above) focus on a majority
of the image and thus contain too many of the object
features in each patch to provide any useful insight.
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Figure 1. Pipeline of our algorithm: a) Generate a set of images by perturbations of the input image. b) Rank neurons
by metrics described in Section 4.2. c) Identify image patches corresponding to the top 5 neurons from (b).
We ran our experiments on a laptop with 15.5 GiB
RAM and 4GB GeForce GTX 960M with Intel Core
i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz x 8.
5.1. Accuracy of Patches
To evaluate the relevance of the patches selected by
each metric, we train a secondary classifier on the col-
lection of the top 5 patches identified as important
from each image. For this classifier, we use a smaller
convolutional neural net with only 64 neurons in each
channel in 3 hidden layers and max-pooling in between
each layer. We measure the accuracy of this classifier
on the held-out validation set. As seen in Figure 2,
the patches selected by the activation precision met-
ric outperform those selected by the activation-output
correlation metric across the entire range of training
epochs. We also compare these accuracy rates to those
of the entire network on the full image. Intriguingly,
the small CNN trained on patches selected by acti-
vation precision outperforms the full network during
early stages of training. However, the performance
of this method quickly levels off and the full CNN
surpasses these levels by the end of training. This
suggests that the activation precision metric can ef-
fectively select neurons that activate on generalizable
features even if the full network is not yet tuned to
these features.
Figure 2. Accuracy of a secondary classifier trained on the
selected patches after each epoch of the large neural net-
work’s training.
5.2. Convergence of Activation-Output
Correlation and Activation Precision
As shown in Figure 3, we also see that these two met-
rics converge toward selecting similar sets of neurons.
We define set similarity as the Jaccard Index
S(s1, s2) =
|s1 ∩ s2|
|s1 ∪ s2|
where s1 and s2 are the sets of neurons selected by each
metric. The set similarity between the sets of neurons
selected by the two metrics mirrors the convergence of
the accuracy of the network.
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Figure 3. Set similarity between neurons selected by
Activation-Output Correlation and Activation Precision
metrics increases as the classification accuracy of the net-
work improves.
5.3. Weakly Supervised Localization
Finally, we evaluate our algorithm’s ability to select
image patches that were localized on the object of
interest (i.e., person in our experiments). Patch lo-
calization is measured as the ratio of the number of
selected patches containing pixels of the class to the
total selected number of patches. In order to compute
this ratio, we manually evaluated each image patch by
comparing the patch against the original input image.
In total, for each image and each selection metric, 35
important patches (top 5 patches across 7 layers) were
evaluated as to whether they contained pixels repre-
senting a person (using our input image as reference).
Figure 4 illustrates the localization abilities of our ap-
proach. Red boxes indicate patches belonging to lay-
ers 3 and 4, green boxes indicate layers 5 - 7, and blue
boxes indicate layers 8 and 9. As seen from the im-
ages, most green boxes are centered around the object
of interest, denoting that they are correctly identified
as contributing significantly to the classification. Al-
though we ignore patches from layers higher than 9 (as
they tend to span the entire image), the patches for
layers 8 and 9 (shown in blue) still cover large parts
of the image. Layers 5-7 seem to capture important
parts of the image that contain the person with min-
imal environment in the patch. Notably, on this ex-
ample image, the Activation Precision metric selects
only a single patch that does not include the subject
of interest.
Table 1 shows the Patch localization and Accuracy val-
ues of each of the importance metrics averaged over a
set of 5 test images. Accuracy refers to the accuracy
of a secondary classifier trained on the set of image
patches selected by each metric. Before training, we
re-size each extracted patch to be the same size (the
number of images selected in each layer is kept con-
stant across all metrics). All the metrics perform well,
with Activation Precision slightly out-performing the
baseline metrics. Our results demonstrate that our
proposed measure could be used to extract important
neurons and patches for the purpose of understand-
ing the reasoning behind classification in terms of the
classification model.
6. Conclusions and Future Work
We proposed an explanatory framework to analyze the
underlying reasons for a network’s prediction based
on information flow throughout the network. Given a
trained network and a test image, our approach sam-
ples a batch of similar images, selects important neu-
rons, and identifies corresponding patches in the in-
put image. We present two new metrics for selecting
important neurons - (1) magnitude of the correlation
between neuron activation and network output, and
(2) precision of neuron activation. We observe that
these metrics progress toward selecting similar sets of
neurons, suggesting that the correlation metric selects
neurons that have large influence over the network’s
output, while the precision metric selects neurons neu-
rons that activate on generalizable features. We are in-
terested in possibilities of directly incorporating these
metrics in neural network training.
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